MEMORANDUM FOR: The Honorable
C. D. Jackson
Special Assistant to the President

SUBJECT: ANNEX "B" to the U. S. Doctrinal Program,
PSB D-33, June 29, 1953

1. The attached revised draft of Annex "B" in which the
clandestine service has concurred is being circulated for inclu-
sion in your vote slip action on the U. S. Doctrinal Program.

2. Your attention is called to the special handling and
limited distribution of this Annex "B" in accordance with the
wishes of the member agency principally concerned.

3. It is requested that your copy of the prior draft of
Annex "B" be returned to me for destruction.

George A. Morgan
Acting Director

Enclosure:
Annex "B", PSB D-33
(d) Central Intelligence Agency

(1) The Agency will give high and continuing priority to all activities abroad supporting the objectives of this program, e.g.,

(a) Through non-attributable means encourage and provide for the publication, promotion and/or distribution of such doctrinal materials as would be valuable to this program but which would be substantially less valuable were they clearly attributable to the U.S. Government.

(b) Infiltrate individuals into foreign associations and organizations with doctrinal potential (newspapers, universities, etc.) to influence their actions and output.

(c) When appropriate stimulate through non-attributable means conferences and public forums on matters of a doctrinal nature.

(d) Interfere with the promotion and distribution of hostile doctrinal material.

(e) Create, when advisable, deviationist movements designed to split organizations promulgating hostile ideologies so long as they would not develop into a threat to U.S. security.

(f) Exploit local divergencies, heresies or policy disagreements within opposition systems.